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n May 29th, 1955, shortly after the release of Mary 

Pickford’s autobiography, Sunshine and Shadow, 

the Chicago Sunday Tribune Magazine of Books 

published American literary scholar and critic Edward 

Wagenknecht’s review on its front page. Wagenknecht 

describes his emotionally explicit review as a “love letter” 

to Pickford, whose autobiography gave him and all readers 

“a chance to renew our youth” and rejoice in the return of 

their silent-cinema starlet (9-10). During the silent-cinema 

era of the early 1900s, Mary Pickford reigned as “the first 

female movie mogul,” igniting screens with her beloved 

portrayals of various child and child-like characters in 

numerous short and feature-length films (Riggs 149). Hailed 

as “America’s Sweetheart” by audiences and critics alike, 

Pickford’s innocent on-screen persona brought her 

unbounded success, making her “one of the most popular 

international screen icons of her day” (Riggs 149). While 

this popularity is often singularly attributed to her success as 

a businesswoman in the infantile film industry, a huge 

player, or players I should say, in her success is overlooked 

just as often. These players were the loyal audience 

members who followed and supported Pickford with 

unprecedented fanfare, championing her as their Sweetheart 

and going so far as to even call her “Our Mary” 

(Wagenknecht 10).  

Throughout the 1900s, as cinema matured and expanded 

into an entire entertainment industry of its own, audience 

size grew immensely as well (Grant 80). The roles of 

audience members appeared to evolve from the mindless, 

easily amused spectators of the pre-industry era, to active, 

influential participants in a quickly commercialized film 

industry. While much of the existing research studies how 

the shift into the larger, more accepted film industry was 

believed to have a moral and social impact on audiences, this 

article instead focuses on how audiences, in turn, affected 

this film industry through a new-found power of theirs. The 

essay at hand demonstrates how this “audience power” 

resulted from cinema’s transformation into a film industry 

and explores the impact and ability of this power to shape 

the career of the original female film icon, Mary Pickford. 

THE POWERLESS SPECTATOR 

It is imperative to note that the pre-industry era of cinema 

does not have an exact date or film that denotes its final 

culmination; instead, this era propelled into the film industry 

era through countless developments that motivated its 

transition around 1910. The pre-industry era has certain 

indicative characteristics relating to the types of films that 

were made and the types of people that went to see them 

though, and is, thus, often referred to as “the cinema of 

attractions” (Gunning 66).  

In the 1890s, during the primitive stages of cinema, 

filmmakers were not concerned with presenting films 

possessing articulate storylines and featuring stimulating 

characters. Pioneers experimented heavily with cinema as a 

new form of technology, creating short, mostly non-fiction 

pieces known as “actualities” and “scenics” that aimed at 

stunning audiences with the realism of these moving 

pictures (McHugh 85). Dr. Kathleen Ann McHugh, feminist 

film theory professor at the University of California, Los 

Angeles, describes this audience as “working class and 

immigrants” that could enjoy this “leisure activity” for 

“reasons both the social and economic” (McHugh 87). 

“Initially incorporated into other forms of working and 

mixed-class entertainment, such as vaudeville, burlesque, 

and so on, the cinema was cheap, convenient, and free of the 

moral constraints that characterized proper bourgeois leisure 

activities” (McHugh 87). Cinema’s silent mode of 

expression prevented storylines, if even present, from being 

lost in translation. Price of admission was considerably 

cheap, making cinema an affordable and attainable 

attraction for entire families to attend.  

The simplistic style and form of these films in 

combination with their reputation as a “crude entertainment 

for undiscriminating audiences” confined their audience to 

their status as mere spectators (Black 7). Their taste, 

referring to what this audience desired to see, was not taken 

into consideration during the creation of these films. Instead, 

many early filmmakers, like the Lumière brothers, centered 

their films on content that was straightforward and relatively 

inexpensive to record, as well as ordinary subjects found in 

natural settings, as in L'arrivée d'un train en gare de La 

Ciotat (see figure 1). American film scholar Gregory D. 

Black argues that the artistic quality of these films was 

inferior to the “novelty of the technology” which resulted in 

a reliable “fascination” from this audience (Black 7). While 

the limited capabilities of this technology and the typically 

low budgets restricted the creative opportunities to a certain 

extent, the implied ignorance of these filmmakers 

undermines their audience as a whole. Disregarding the 

artistic possibilities of their films due to the audience’s 

preoccupation with the technology insinuates an assumption 

among these filmmakers that their audience could appreciate 

the technological aspects of cinema but not its artistic 

aspects.  
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Figure 1. Men and women wait for the train’s arrival in the seemingly 
unscripted short film, L'arrivée d'un train en gare de La Ciotat by the 
Lumière Brothers. 

Source: L'arrivée d'un train en gare de La Ciotat. Dirs. Lumière, 
Auguste, and Louis Lumière. 1896. Film. 

Furthermore, audiences could not impact the careers of 

actors and actresses because, at the turn of the century and 

the decade that followed, filmmakers had yet to capitalize 

on the potential box-office success actors and actresses 

could bring to cinema. Essentially, there were no careers for 

audiences to dictate, had they had the power to do so. In 

these ways, their involvement, while necessary, mimicked 

their powerless social positions as immigrants and lower-

class citizens.  

PARTICIPANTS IN A POWER PLAY 

By about 1908, film style and form had begun 

transforming from the documentary-like genres that 

dominated the cinema of attractions era, into the fictitious, 

narrative-centered genres that would dominate the film 

industry (McHugh 85). McHugh contends that these 

narrative-driven films established themselves by 1913 and 

were pressured to present a “weighty moral significance for 

the industry’s status as mass entertainment to be realized” 

(McHugh 86). For cinema to become a recognized and 

accepted form of mass entertainment, its content needed to 

achieve higher social standards that could be accepted by 

middle and upper-class citizens. These classes could not 

subject themselves to the oftentimes-voyeuristic themes that 

were celebrated in early cinema. The grave difference in 

values and the general antipathy these classes held against 

the current audience made it both intolerable and improper 

for the middle and higher-class citizens to be associated with 

cinema. “For the middle and upper classes and, according to 

their values, for women of all classes, the conditions of 

exhibition, the subject material, and the clientele of the early 

cinema rendered it completely inappropriate as a leisure 

activity” (McHugh 87). Filmmakers were driven to generate 

this new, appropriate content by the prospect of gaining 

support from a larger audience spectrum. Producing content 

that could be embraced by the bourgeoisie boosted cinema’s 

reputation and popularity amongst the higher classes, 

especially young people and women who were found to 

make up substantial portion of the changing audience 

composition in numerous studies organized throughout the 

1910s and 1920s (Grant 80).  

Multiple enhancements in the technological, artistic and 

even commercial aspects of filmmaking assisted in drawing 

in larger, more diversified audiences from various social and 

economic classes. By 1915, “bigger-budgeted multireel 

films, popular and widely publicized stars, new modes of 

production and distribution, picture palaces, and aspirations 

of artistry” had all provoked a greater desire to participate in 

cinema’s transformation into an industry (Grant 75). With 

audience sizes rapidly increasingly, a growing concern over 

the social and moral impact of the film industry began to 

arise as well. Throughout the 1920s, moral reformers 

strongly believed that cinema’s narrative-structure and 

thematic objectives resulted in a “moral decline” among 
women and children (Scheiner 24). However, this supposed 

impact was only made possible through audiences’ 

willingness to participate as spectators of these films. 

Filmmakers needed audiences just as much as audiences 

needed filmmakers; perhaps, even more. Audiences were 

excited by the creation and exploration into cinema as a new, 

artistic form of technology, but the middle and upper-classes 

did not approve of the subject matters portrayed in most pre-

industry films. Since filmmakers needed audiences to watch 

their films, they complied with their demands, in an effort 

towards broadening their spectrum of spectators. In this 

way, audiences were more than just spectators; they were 

maturing into participants in an industry that feed off their 

presence. By changing the content of their films, filmmakers 

were not only expanding their clientele, but were also 

acknowledging this emerging power dynamic between 

audiences and the film industry.  

POWER OVER PICKFORD 

As the film industry continued to mature and develop, 

filmmakers and industry entrepreneurs focused heavily on 

their most valuable customer: the middle-class woman. 

These women were specifically marketed to because 

“women would not go to the theater alone. Families, other 

women, and men would be there with them, enjoying the 

spectacle and spending money” (Sova 13). If more women 

wanted to attend film screenings, then more members of the 

household would have to attend to accompany these women, 

all of which equated to a larger profit for the industry. 

By the mid 1910s, marketing strategies had become more 

complex than just changing film content to align with 

middle and upper-class values. The film industry began 

exploiting the onscreen personas of their actors and actresses 

to entice audiences and bring in larger revenues, a decision 

which has become a trademark for cinema’s transition into 

the film industry (Bean 350). Mary Pickford was one of the 

first actresses, and perhaps the greatest in early cinema, to 
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be utilized in this manner. After abandoning the stage and 

starting her film career in 1909, she graced the screen in 

numerous short and feature-length films, portraying 

countless characters who, more often than not, were children 

or child-like in their characterizations. She brought a 

wholesome and youthful exuberance to these characters, 

although her own age usually exceeded that of her 

characters. Her long, golden locks were known worldwide 

and became a staple of her persona, both on and offscreen. 

“Now that motion pictures are no longer very important to 

American young people, it must be very difficult for any 

such person to realize what she meant to American when she 

really was ‘America’s sweetheart’—not only the undisputed 

queen of the movies but, by all odds, the most famous 

woman in America” (Wagenknecht 11). Written nearly 

thirty years after Pickford reached the height of her career, 

Wagenknecht’s sentiments were just as strong as those 

expressed by her adoring fans during the 1910s and 20s.  

Numerous songs serenaded Pickford and audiences alike 

in her honor, like “The Mary Pickford Waltz” in 1917 by the 

“enviable” songwriter Leo Bennett (Billboard 14, figure 2).

 

 
Figure 2. Near the top left corner, an announcement about “The Mary Pickford Waltz” is 
made in the April 1917 issue of Billboard. 

 
Source: “Two Popular Songs Dedicated To Movies.” Billboard, 7 April, 1917, p. 14. Print. 

 

Several poems were devoted to her, such as R.H. Davis’ 

“The Garden of Eyes” which reads: 

  

Mary Pickford blooms today,  

Blooms a thousand times an hour.  

Mary Pickford, I should say, 

Is the Nation's favorite flower.  

Mary comes and Mary goes— 

On the screen in countless parts;  

But the little Pickford knows  

She is planted in our hearts. (1-8) 

 

In addition to these artistic forms of adorations, fan 

magazines became an even greater source of public worship 
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and further advertisement for Pickford. These magazines, 

which focused almost entirely on the industry’s brightest 

stars, provided insight into the offscreen life of Pickford 

while simultaneously promoting her upcoming films and 

projects. Articles like “A Week-End With Mary Pickford” 

from the March 1915 edition of Photoplay, as seen in figure 

3, the first fan magazine that premiered three years prior, fed 

audiences’ hunger for intimate details on Pickford’s life 

outside of film sets. With her portrait printed on over a dozen 

of these magazine covers (as in figure 4), her popularity and 

fame only grew from this new marketing medium. 

Audiences benefitted as well, as this medium facilitated 

additional involvement into the film industry through 

reading the articles and writing to and for the magazines 

themselves.  

Women were presumed to be the principle readers of such 

articles and magazines, adding to their consumer-value in 

the film industry. As their consumer-value rises, so does 

their ability to impact the industry and its stars, thus, 

increasing their involvement and power stance in the 

industry. Pickford’s career path illustrates how of audiences, 

particularly women, used their power to influence her 

 
Figure 3. From “A Week-End With Mary Pickford.” Photoplay, March, 1915, p. 101-104. Print. 
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Figure 4. Portrait of Mary Pickford featured on the November 1915 cover of Photoplay Magazine. 

Source: Photoplay Magazine, November, 1915, p. 1. Print. 

 

cinematic decisions effectively. Georganne Scheiner, a 

Women’s Studies Professor at Arizona State University, 

describes this influence in her book, Signifying Female 
Adolescence: Film Representations and Fans, 1920-1950, 

with an example from Photoplay. 

Film fans could have enormous influence on a star’s 

career. In 1925, Photoplay asked fans to decide what kinds  

of roles they wanted to see thirty-two-year-old Mary 

Pickford play. Twenty thousand fan replies clearly called for 

Pickford to continue to play children. Photoplay gave a prize 

to a woman who asked Pickford not to abandon ‘the illusion 

that you are a little girl, in spite of the fact we know you are 

a grown-up’ (122). 
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These replies plainly illuminate the growing affluence 

among audience members, particularly females. Their 

eagerness to freely project their opinions on Pickford’s 

potential portrayals exemplifies their willingness to 

participate in the film industry as well.  

Ironically, Pickford’s greatest decision in her career, to 

portray these child and child-like roles, would also lead to 

her demise, as she became entrapped by the eternally 

youthful persona she had chosen to portray. When she 

depicted more mature characters, like in Rosita in 1923 (see 

figure 5) and Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall in 1924, 

audiences were thoroughly dismayed. These films would 

actually perform dramatically worse at box office than films 

in which she played child or child-like characters (Riggs 

150). The box office performance of her films directly 

resulted from audience attendance at screenings, 

emphasizing the importance of audience participation and 

their power to impact the economics of the film industry.  

 

Figure 5. The movie poster from Pickford’s 1923 exotic romance, 
Rosita. Pickford’s signature locks are hidden underneath her headwear 
as she portrays a much more mature role as a Spanish street singer. 

Source: "Rosita--Mary Pickford Foundation." Mary Pickford Foundation. 
N.p., n.d. Web. 

By 1921, Pickford had begun to voice her own dismay: 

“The world wants me to remain a little girl all my life… I 

want to give the very best that is in me, but whenever I try 

to do something different, the public complains I have 

tucked up my curls and left off the short pinafores. To them, 

I am eternal youth, and they won’t let me grow up” (Bean 

353). Seven years later, in an attempt to ditch her image as 

“Little Mary,” she chopped off her iconic locks, causing 

terror and heartbreak among audiences when they heard this 

news. Afterwards, Pickford was mandated to wear a wig 

onscreen “to ensure continuity with the Little Mary of years 

past” (Grant 79). The “Little Mary” image had garnered 

respect and glorification from audiences worldwide and 

could not be revoked or forgotten.  

Initially, it may seem as though the film industry owned 

the image Pickford was portraying both on and offscreen.  

However, the film industry regarded Pickford as more than 

just an actress; she truly was a multi-faceted 

businesswoman, becoming “her own producer…choosing 

her scripts and directing her directors” (Haskell 59). Since 

the conception of her career in the industry, Pickford chose 

the roles she was drawn towards. Being the smart 

businesswoman that she was, she had recognized the 

growing audience affluence and ventured towards roles that 

would be received well. American feminist film writer 

Molly Haskell explains the dichotomy in Pickford’s 

decision in saying that “if the American public eventually 

refused to accept her as anything other than their adored 

child image of themselves, it was, after all, the role she had 

created and given them” (Haskell 59). 

Together, the industry and Pickford created her “Little 

Mary” image subsequently based on who or what audiences 

would accept onscreen and adore offscreen. Unfortunately, 

neither the industry nor Pickford predicted the strong 
attachment audiences would have to this image. This 

attachment, fueled by the evolving and increasing power 

from audiences, was and continues to be unparalleled in its 

devotion and in its ability to forcefully and wholly impact 

the commercialized, mass-entertainment industry cinema 

has become. Studying this power play of the past illuminates 

the historical roots of the fan frenzy that surrounds today’s 

actors and actresses. Although the development and 

increasing popularity of social media greatly contributes to 

the newfound, instant accessibility to stars, the obsession of 

stars by their audience members is much older than any 

Facebook status or Tweet. This obsession is rooted in an 

audience’s powerful and authoritative opinion, their 

infatuation for the star, and their admiration for the persona 

he or she portrays. Ultimately, and largely due to cinema’s 

evolution into a film industry, audience members can 

collectively drive an actor’s or actress’ career forward or 

bring it to a complete stop, just as they did with our little 

Mary Pickford. 
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